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(88 pages, 50c.)
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(48 pages, 25c.)
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"The Revelation"
(80 pages, 50c.)

If you want scripture light on these great themes—
If you want to see at first hand what Brother Boll's teaching really is—
If you want others to see and know—

These three books contain the teaching!

Price One Dollar the Set

THE WORD AND WORK
LOUISVILLE, KY.
YEAR-END ANNOUNCEMENT.

Graciously, through another year—seventeenth for The Word and Work and ninth under present management—has the Lord led us. We are humbled by His goodness, as great as it is undeserved.

Here we raise our Ebenezer,
Hither by His help we've come.

Librarians tell us that the present indifference to good reading matter has extended even to fiction. The daily newspaper is the people's Bible; and even a passing glance at the news stands on the street raises the suspicion that it is something even much worse than the newspaper.

Yet, in the face of this indifference, our little magazine has more than "held its own" this year; has increased its list by 10 or 15 per cent. The Quarterly has grown even more; and the entire volume of business has been the largest ever. We estimate that we shall lack not over $250 of closing the year with all bills paid; and this much only because we are just now printing some thousands of the "Kingdom" book, and of the book on the "Second Coming"—bills on which will be due in December. Grateful we would be indeed—deeply grateful—but not so much surprised, if some steward of God and friend of ours would just wipe out this shortage also, and give us a clean sheet to start the new year with! At least, we have dared to pray for this!

A thousand subscribers expire this month. You will not want to do without the helpful front-page paragraphs; the poems; the news notes from the field, home and foreign; the letters from missionaries, the reprints; the articles, editorial and contributed; the able treatment of the Lord's Day Lessons; and the articles along lines of current interest and special timeliness, from the pen of our great, good, and gifted editor-in-chief.

Certain contributions from British brethren also—able and experienced writers of England, Australia, and Canada—are in store for our readers this year, some of them being already in hand. Likely the "Lessons in the Proverbs" will be resumed; and many other things are in the planning.

When you renew, write clearly, and please mark all names sent "new" or "renewal." Remember, four persons may have the paper for the price of three. If you cannot remit now, do at least renew. Whether you pay now, or never, or bye and bye when you sell some crop, let us know—NOW! E. L. J.
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"BEYOND THE SACRED PAGE."

With some doubt and disapprobation I noted the following sentiment in a well-known hymn:

"Beyond the sacred page, I seek thee Lord;
My spirit pants for Thee, O living Word!"

What did the author mean? To discredit the word of God through which alone we can know the Lord? Or (as the fashion is in certain modern critical schools) to speak patronizingly and disparagingly of the inspired testimony, and to profess faith in some ideal Christ, independent of the gospel-records? What can anyone know of Christ apart from the word? How can one believe in Him and come to Him except by the word? How can Christ be communicated to our souls except through the word? Ought it not to be "in the sacred page," rather than "beyond the sacred page" that we seek Him? But I saw that the author of those words meant nothing else, and that probably he would have agreed with everything I have here said. Yet he had something in mind that caused him to use just these seemingly objectionable words. What did he mean?

THE LAW AS SUBSTITUTE FOR GOD.

Again I came upon a sentence that rather staggered me—this time in the middle of a description of Israel’s later spiritual condition. It was this: "They put the law between them and God: they obeyed the law, not God." How could that be? Was it not through the law that God was revealed to them? Was not obedience to the law obedience to God? How else could they obey God but by obeying the law? Yet, here again the writer was right. Yes, men could study the law as a law, and become experts in it, without any real thought of God. Men could punctiliously observe the law in the details of its literal meaning, and never do so for faith or love or of heart-purpose to obey and please Him who gave it. They could honor Him with their lips, and draw near unto Him in perfunctory way of custom and regulation; in compliance with the letter of the requirements; they could study and learn by heart, and expound the law, but be really ignorant of the God it was intended to reveal. "They that handle the law knew me not," Jer. 2:8. The law had absorbed their thought and attention. They dissected it, analyzed it, tabulated it, wrote commentaries on it; went into minutiae, technicalities, casuistries; discussed and debated about it, venerated it even unto superstition—but they knew not the God who gave it. Him they understood not. His ways, His character, His purpose, His love, they never learned. The law had to them become an end in itself, instead of a means to an end. Instead of a road to God it became a substitute for God, and a subterfuge by which they could make-believe that they were His people, while their hearts were far from Him.
THE WORD THAT BRINGS US INTO RELATION TO GOD.

There is just such a possibility for us. It is only too easy to forget the Lord who is back of the word, of whom the word speaks, and to whom it is designed to lead us. We can have a purely intellectual interest in the gospel, a critical, or theological, or controversial interest, and never a bit of real heart-acquaintance with Himself. The virtue of the word lies in this that it reveals the Lord Jesus Christ to us; draws us to Him, into ever-increasing knowledge, into oneness and fellowship and mutual indwelling with Him. The word is not a mere prescription, nor even a self-contained medicine to cure us without personal relationship and union with the Lord; but a means to bring us to Him and Him to us. The word creates faith; and, in turn,

“My faith looks up to Thee
Thou Lamb of Calvary
Savior Divine.”

Let us use it so. Let us seek Him, even Him through His word, that thus it may indeed be the power of God unto salvation to us.

GOOD SENSE AND OBEDIENCE.

“I will run the way of thy commandments when thou shalt enlarge my heart,” says the psalmist (Ps. 119:32). And the emphasis of the meaning is on the “run.” I will be swift and eager, anxious and zealous and more than glad to do all God’s will: I will fairly run the way of thy commandments, when—Now what is meant by that: “enlarge my heart”? Clearly some limitation of heart kept him from running as yet. His heart wasn’t big enough. If God would enlarge it, he would run in the way of God’s commandments. What is this enlarging of the heart? “And God gave Solomon wisdom and understanding exceeding much, and largeness of heart, even as the sand which is on the sea-shore.” (1 Kings 4:29). Then follows a description of Solomon’s deep insight into the secrets of life and nature. The enlarging of the heart is a broadening of the mind, a deepening of understanding and comprehension, of perception and insight, an increasing of one’s capacity for light and truth. All of which then comes to this, that it is only a lack of good sense that keeps any man from bending all his power to do the will of God. Lord give us more good sense, and we will hasten, yea, joyfully run, in the way of thy good and wise commandments!

“All things are thy servants.”

The universe is God’s, and no one else’s. Though evil forces may occasionally and for a time make use of God’s things to accomplish evil, yet those things act in their God-appointed way and power only. All things obey His will. All the powers of nature are loyal to Him. Therefore by no means he may employ can the evil-doer gain any ultimate advantage. All things fail and disappoint him who would use them against God. But he who seeks the will of God shall be in league with the stones of the field, and all the universe is at peace with him.
NEWS AND NOTES.

From Horse Cave: "Brother G. A. Dunn, of Dallas, Texas, just closed a meeting here of two weeks' duration. Twelve were baptized, three restored, one by membership. J. Scott Greer, of Sellersburg, Ind., led the singing and had the children in a Bible drill each night. Brother Dunn's lessons to the church were very helpful as well as the messages to sinners."—H. L. Olmstead.

"It was with great sorrow that I learned of the death of Brother Frank Wheeler. He was one of the finest of young men that I have known; God-fearing, deeply spiritual, devout. In him the church has lost a most faithful and promising servant, one in whom dwelt the Spirit of God and the word of Christ richly."—Claude Neal.

From Winchester, Ky.: "Brother Arrowood, of Dayton, Tenn., spent ten days with the little church at Lancaster, Ky. I followed on the third Sunday in October. Four placed membership there.

Remember the East Kentucky field in your prayers."—M. D. Baumer.

Save this Magazine for a book catalog!

"The church at Lynnville, Tenn., has recently pledged fifteen dollars to the Lawyers."—(Miss) Etta Wagstaff.

From Jacksonville, Fla.: "Fine crowds at services yesterday; 163 in Bible School; packed tent. Three by membership."—H. N. Rutherford.

The Living Message, that excellent weekly of Morrilton, Ark., and The Word and Work—$2.25 for both, new or renewal.

Buy books this Christmas! You will want what you see in this issue; but, "If you don't see what you want, ask for it." If it's not "down in the cellar in a thimble," it's some place that we know!

We supply Little Lesson Picture Cards, 4c per quarter; also the large scroll, corresponding with the cards, for class use—$1.

The Bound Volume of The Word and Work for 1924 will soon be ready—and soon sold! Speak up, $1.50 each. No, we cannot bind your own papers for less.
"On October 12 we began work with the church at Itasca, Texas. The congregation at this place is a wide-awake band of earnest Christians, and we believe a great and effectual door is open to accomplish good for the Master in this field.

"It is just ten miles from Hillsboro, our present home, and we rejoice that we do not have to bid farewell to our many friends, whom we have learned to love during our stay in this community.

"Pray for us that we may be used of God in such a way as to win souls for the eternal kingdom of the Master."—R. A. Zahn.

Some hundreds of former subscribers will receive this issue as a sample. It's an invitation to renew. Come on back! We need you; but say! you need us too. If we didn't believe that we would not be publishing a paper! In renewing make it a club of four and get your own paper free!

From Toronto: "Four persons baptized, one of whom expects to be a medical missionary; fine interest in all the meetings of the church.

"Just twenty-two years ago Brother W. D. Campbell, now of Detroit, preached the first gospel sermon in the Bathurst Street church house. On last Monday night about two hundred were present at an "anniversary service." It was a very pleasant and profitable evening. Special attention was directed to India and the good work of our Brother and Sister Watters, of England, who are stationed at Latcher, India, engaged in a wonderful work for the Master. Bathurst Street church has doubled her missionary offerings and we are hoping and praying for better still. We have the greatest message, the greatest plea, and the greatest institution—the church of the living God. Let us pray for wisdom that we may do our full share of the work for which Christ Jesus gave his very life."—Geo. A. Klingman.

We supply the beautiful Scripture Text Calendar for 1925. More than three million were sold in a single year. 30c each; 5 for $1.40.

From Franklin, Ky.: "The work here is much more encouraging. Our audiences are splendid, and the interest fine. The Lord has been exceedingly good to us. Success to the Word and Work! The Second Coming Sermons are fine."—J. M. Hottel.

M. D. Baumer, of Winchester, Ky., is greatly interested in the destitute counties of Eastern Kentucky, and desires to give his whole time to preaching the gospel. What congregation would be glad to have fellowship with him in this good and needed work?

Graton, California, orders 150 "Great Songs of The Church."

Those wishing to join our Sunday School Times Club for 1925 must remit at once. Our club rate is $1.75. Also, we can supply Torrey's "Gist," 40c, and all other good helps.

O. S. Boyer had a fine meeting at Parksville, Ky., with 5 baptisms.

L. K. Harding's meeting at McMinnville, reported "too late for last month," was indeed a good one. There were 25 or 30 baptisms.

The Word and Work Lesson Quarterly (for senior and adult classes) goes to the heart of the Lesson, each Lord's Day. It's method drives the student most to the Book, and leaves least dependence upon human comment. It is therefore safest. Many more schools than ever before used this help—not substitute—in their Bible study through 1924. Let us know your needs for 1925 now. Price 6c each in any quantity.

We can handle your subscription, or renewal, to any good paper or magazine, religious or secular.

"We had a glorious revival at Utica, Ind., where L. Daugherty preaches. Twelve were added the last week, 10 of them being "born of water and the Spirit."—E. L. Jorgenson.

The meeting at Thorne's, near Louisville, Stanford Chambers preaching, was just fine. Three additions to the faithful there.
Brother R. F. Duckworth, 2105 Second Ave., Dallas, Texas, asks us to make the following announcement: "We are engaged in listing the names and addresses of the heads of families of the church of Christ, with the number of Christians in each family, who are opposed to Christians taking part in carnal war.

"It is our purpose to register with the proper officials of our government our reasons for taking this position, that faithful members of the church may have the benefits allowed to the conscientious objector. The enthusiastic response we are receiving from all parts of the country is very gratifying and indicates that we will be able to make a splendid showing."

See the Book Nook further down the aisle!

"THIS GRACE ALSO."

STANFORD CHAMBERS.

"See that ye abound in this grace also," wrote Paul to the Corinthians. They were abounding in some graces, but it was very important that they abound in the grace of liberality also; hence the apostle's exhortation to them. Money and living are closely connected and cheerful giving is a part of Christian living. Why should we not exhort one another on this important matter? It is as appropriate here as elsewhere and usually more necessary. The flesh finds advantage and easily prevails on financial lines unless we take definite measures to prevent it.

A leaflet puts it this way: "A man is sometimes solicitous about his lack of faith. He even speaks of it in Prayer Meeting and asks his brethren to pray that he may have more faith. It is equally proper that he be solicitous about his lack of generosity and to pray in the Prayer Meeting, 'O Lord, I am inclined to be stingy. Increase my desire to give.'"

The flesh is opposed to giving and seeks to prevent it. If it fails to prevent it then it seeks to take the joy out of it. It does not follow, however, that if one cannot give cheerfully he should therefore not give. We can grow in the grace of liberality. As we learn to do by doing, so we can learn to give by giving. If the flesh is disallowed its sway, its power weakens, and the spirit is strengthened. Somewhere we found the following story:

A stingy Christian sat listening to a sermon on giving. The sermon that day moved him. He had a habit of talking aloud to himself; and as the sermon proceeded he said, "I'll give ten dollars." Later he said, "I'll give fifteen." At the close, greatly affected, he said, "I'll give fifty." But when the contribution box came around his generosity disappeared and he came down from fifty to twenty, ten, five, and finally said, "I guess I won't give anything today." As the box came nearer he soliloquized, "Yet this won't do. Who knows how much may depend on this? This covetousness may prove my ruin." At the final moment he laid pocketbook and all in the box saying, as he did so, "Now squirm, ole natur." Even so it is our duty to crucify the flesh with the passions and lusts thereof; and this is a thousand times more blessed than yielding thereto. "Let this grace abound in you also."
THIRD SERMON ON THE SECOND COMING.

(Preached at Dallas, July 2, 1924).

"THE MILLENNIUM AND THINGS TO COME."

(Concluded)

THE MILLENNIUM.

For a thousand years, therefore, the Lord Jesus with His saints shall reign over the nations. That will be the time of the reign of the righteous King and also the time of the restoration of nature. Nature shall be restored to her primitive condition and all the wounds of the curse are going to be healed. "Instead of the thorn shall come up the fir tree, and instead of the brier shall come up the myrtle tree: and it shall be to the Lord for a name, for an everlasting sign that shall not be cut off."

"And there shall come forth a shoot out of the stock of Jesse, and a branch out of his roots shall bear fruit. 2 And the Spirit of Jehovah shall rest upon him, the spirit of wisdom and understanding, the spirit of counsel and might, the spirit of knowledge and of the fear of Jehovah. 3 And his delight shall be in the fear of Jehovah; and he shall not decide after the sight of his eyes, neither decide after the hearing of his ears; 4 but with righteousness shall he judge the poor, and decide with equity for the meek of the earth; and he shall smite the earth with the rod of his mouth; and with the breath of his lips shall he slay the wicked. 5 And righteousness shall be the girdle of his waist, and faithfulness the girdle of his loins. 6. And the wolf shall dwell with the lamb, and the leopard shall lie down with the kid; and the calf and the young lion and the fatling together; and a little child shall lead them. 7 And the cow and the bear shall feed; their young ones shall lie down together; and the lion shall eat straw like the ox. 8 And the sucking child shall play on the hole of the asp, and the weaned child shall put his hand on the adder's den. 9 They shall not hurt nor destroy in all my holy mountain; for the earth shall be full of the knowledge of Jehovah, as the waters cover the sea. 10 And it shall come to pass in that day, that the root of Jesse, that standeth for an ensign of the peoples, unto him shall the nations seek; and his resting-place shall be glorious."

This "resting place" is the city He has chosen, the centre of government. Psa. 132:13, 14.

11. And it shall come to pass in that day, that the Lord will set his hand again the second time to recover the remnant of his people, that shall remain, from Assyria, and from Egypt, and from Pathros, and from Cush, and from Elam, and from Shinar, and from Hamath, and from the islands of the sea. 12 And he will set up an ensign for the nations, and will assemble the outcasts of Israel, and gather together the dispersed of Judah from the four corners of the earth. (Isa. 11.)

In the 65th chapter of Isaiah, we read:

"There shall be no more thence an infant of days, nor an old man that hath not filled his days; for the child shall die a hundred years old, and the sinner being a hundred years old shall be accursed. 21 And they shall build houses, and inhabit them; and they shall plant vineyards, and eat the fruit of them. 22 They shall not build, and another inhabit; they shall not plant, and another eat; for as the days of a tree shall be the days of my people, and my chosen shall long enjoy the work of their hands. 23 They shall not labor in vain, nor bring forth for calamity; for they are the seed of the blessed of Jehovah, and their offspring with them. 24 And it shall come to pass that, before they call, I will answer; and while they are yet speaking, I will hear. 25 The wolf and the lamb shall feed together, and the lion shall
eat straw like the ox; and dust shall be the serpent's food. They shall not hurt nor destroy in all my holy mountain, saith Jehovah.

This affords a glimpse of some of the circumstances and conditions of that day. In the 72nd psalm we have a picture of the reign of the righteous King and of that glorious kingdom of the Messiah of Israel in the day of His undisturbed reign, when He has control of the world, when the kingdoms of this world shall have become the kingdom of our God and of His Christ. "He shall have dominion also from sea to sea, and from the river unto the ends of the earth."

KINGS AND PRIESTS OF THE FIRST RESURRECTION.

Let us turn back to the 20th chapter of Revelation. Already I have exceeded my time a little, but we must finish the theme tonight, and it is worth while. In the 20th chapter of Revelation we read, after they had bound Satan and put him in the abyss, "And I saw thrones, and they sat upon them, and judgment was given unto them." Now "they" that sit upon the thrones represent in logical sequence the company that comes down with the Lord Jesus clad in white raiment. And it is not only they, for he says, "and I saw the souls of them that had been beheaded for the testimony of Jesus" (during the days of the great tribulation) "and for the word of God, and such as worshipped not the beast, neither his image, and received not the mark upon their forehead and upon their hand; and they lived, and reigned with Christ a thousand years."

Now mark: the rest of the dead will not be raised until the thousand years are finished. Whoever was raised from the dead before the Millennium belongs to the first resurrection. John says, "Blessed and holy is he that hath part in the first resurrection: over these the second death hath no power; but they shall be priests of God and of Christ, and shall reign with Him a thousand years." Now a priest was never appointed for his own sake, but as a go-between with God and someone else. So there will be people here on the earth during the Millennium over whom Christ shall reign, and on behalf of that people those of the first resurrection will be priests. The Church has a wonderful destiny, for she shall share the throne and prerogatives of the Lord. "Know ye not that the saints shall judge the world?"

AFTER THE THOUSAND YEARS.

Now comes the final act in the drama. During all this time these nations have enjoyed the most exceptional, wonderful opportunities and privileges. Satan has been chained, powerless to deceive them. They have had every opportunity to know right and truth. Mankind has lived in happiness and prosperity. It ends with a failure, like every other dispensation. At the close of this dispensation God sees fit that Satan shall be loosed for a little season. This people, who have enjoyed such advantages under the reign of the saints, this people must now have a chance to see and choose the other way, if they prefer. So Satan is loosed and what does he accomplish? He goes about to deceive
the nations, and with considerable success, because it says, "And they went up over the breadth of the earth, and compassed the camp of the saints about, and the beloved city"—(evidently situated on the earth). The Lord deals with him in half a sentence: "and fire came down out of heaven, and devoured them."

Then it says, "And I saw a great white throne, and Him that sat upon it, from whose face the earth and the heaven fled away; and there was found no place for them." Someone asks if this means a renovation of the old heaven and earth. The language is very strong: it says, "heaven and earth fled away, and there was no place found for them."

Now appear the rest of the dead that did not rise before the thousand years. "And I saw the dead, the great and the small, standing before the throne; and books were opened: and another book was open, which is the book of life"—God's records; they are perfect and complete—"and the dead were judged out of the things which were written in the books, according to their works. And the sea gave up the dead that were in it; and death and Hades gave up the dead that were in them: and they were judged every man according to their works. And death and Hades were cast into the lake of fire. This is the second death, even the lake of fire. And if any was not found written in the book of life, he was cast into the lake of fire."

Now the last enemy is destroyed. The work is finished, the mediatorial and restorative work of the Lord Jesus is done, and He restores the Kingdom to His Father. He continues to reign, but in the new order. "And I saw a new heaven and a new earth: for the first heaven and the first earth are passed away; and the sea is no more. And I saw the new Jerusalem, coming down out of heaven from God, made ready as a bride adorned for her husband." One of the angels said to John, "I want to show you the Bride, the Lamb's wife. There she is, clad in all the glory of God." And her light was wonderful, like as the light of a jasper stone. Her gates were of pearl and her streets of gold. In the midst of the street John sees on either side of the river the Tree of Life, no longer one tree but a growth, springing up on both sides, "and the leaves of the tree were for the healing of the nations." There are nations of resurrected people and redeemed upon that earth, never again to fall a prey to the work of sin.

WISDOM AND LOVE.

Let me say this in conclusion. God is love. All of His judgments are in accordance with this fact. God is righteous because He is love. If He deals with a strong hand and with irrepressible justice against those who have sinned before Him, it is because it must be so. On the other hand, if He has made a way of salvation and sent His own Son into the world, if Jesus has gone to the Cross to bear in His own body the burden of humanity and all our sins—that is evidence that God is love. We shall never see it or know it until with unclouded face in the light...
of the morning we shall behold the work of the Lord. Trust in the Lord—

"Deep in unfathomable mines
Of never-failing skill,
He treasures up His bright designs
And works His sovereign will."

And when the work is finished every soul will see the beauty and righteousness, and the redeemed will never cease to praise Him.

Don't you want to have a share in it? Shall you be cast out from among the company of the redeemed? Shall you be refused in the presence of the Lord Jesus? Shall He have to say to you, "You were ashamed of Me and would not confess Me in this world! now I am going to be ashamed of you and turn you down." Oh, my friends, you have to choose Him or reject Him. You will have to take the path that leads to everlasting darkness or the road that shines more and more to the perfect day. Won't you turn to Him for His salvation? Let Him forgive you and cleanse you tonight. Oh, let Him write your names in the book of life. Come to Him tonight, and may He help you to such a choice.

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS.

The positions set forth in these three sermons are not new. In their main outline they were held by the whole primitive church for three centuries. Nobody undertook to deny or change them until Origen, the spiritualizer and allegorizer, and first infant-baptism advocate. And after the "conversion" of the Roman emperor Constantine, and especially through the influence of Augustine, other ideas were substituted for the primitive hope, which have prevailed more or less ever since.

This teaching is not new. But so little real attention has been paid to these themes, and so different an outlook has been held up for many generations, that the old seems new and strange now. Some seem to regard it as a heresy lately sprung up. And naturally the teaching provokes questions. To ask questions is always easier than the answering. In connection with any familiar Bible doctrine questions can be asked which nobody can answer. So long as the preacher of the Word is asked what God has said, he should be able to answer clearly and fully. But when the question is How? and Why? perhaps he can answer; perhaps he cannot. So it is in regard to the teaching on the Lord’s second coming: to set forth just what the Lord has said is easy; but when one is asked to fit certain things together, and to explain how certain things can be, and why it will be just thus and so—we can hardly expect satisfactory answers to such questions. In fact, I am suspicious of the teacher who has woven out such a perfect doctrinal system that he has a complete answer to every difficulty. I have more confidence in the man who presents what God has said and lets the questions and difficulties stand as they may.
Does not John 5:28, 29, teach that all the dead will be raised at one time, in the same hour?

Ans. If you had only John 5:28, 29, such would be the natural impression; but when we have other scriptures distinguishing between resurrections, it leads to a re-examination of the statement in John. A close reading shows that John does not say that both the wicked and the righteous will be raised together, at the same time. It does say that the hour will come when the dead—all the dead—shall hear the voice of the Son of God, and shall come forth, those who have done good to the resurrection of life, and they who have done evil unto the resurrection of judgment. But the very words which would be required to make it a simultaneous resurrection are not found here. For both the righteous and the wicked, for each and all, will that hour come; but it will not necessarily be the same hour for all. That a distinction in resurrections does not contradict the Savior's statement in John 5:28, 29 is evident from the fact that a limited resurrection of saints has already taken place (Matt. 27:52, 53), while the rest still await the resurrection. If John 5:28, 29 had meant that all the dead must necessarily be raised at one and the same time, the event of Matt. 27:52, 53 would have proved that false; but if that partial resurrection in Matthew near 2000 years ago did not clash with the statement in John, neither does the fact of a “first resurrection” at Christ's return, and another a thousand years after.

Is not the book of Revelation a highly figurative book? How can we know that “the first resurrection” and the thousand years' reign in Rev. 20:1-6 is not figurative?

Ans. If such is to be our attitude toward the book of Revelation, it would indeed mean anything, everything, or nothing to us—or just whatever the “interpreter” may wish to make of it. But the case is not so. In the book of Revelation, as in the other scriptures, we are not at liberty arbitrarily to assume that this or that is figurative or symbolical, and then proceed to fix it up to suit our ideas. There is much in Revelation that is simple literal truth; and even where a thing is shown to be figure we are not even then left to our imaginations to interpret it: there is law and reason even in that. Rev. 20 tells a rather plain story, and there is no reason or evidence that the “first resurrection,” and the thousand years' reign are to be figuratively understood.

Here I would commend as noteworthy the comment of Alford, one of the greatest of English scholars and commentators, on this passage:

"I cannot consent to distort its words from their plain sense and chronological place in the prophecy on account of any considerations of difficulty, or any risk of abuses which the doctrine of the millennium may bring with it. Those who lived next to the apostles, and the whole church for 300 years, understood them in the plain literal sense; and it is a strange sight in these days to see expositors who are among the first in reverence of antiquity, complacently casting aside the most cogent instance of unanimity which prim-
itive antiquity presents. As regards the text itself, no legitimate treatment of it will extort what is known as the spiritual interpretation now in fashion. If, in a passage where two resurrections are mentioned, where certain souls lived at the first, and the rest of the dead lived only at the end, of a specified period after that first,—if in such a passage the first resurrection may be understood to mean spiritual rising with Christ, while the second means literal rising from the grave;—then there is an end of all significance in language, and scripture is wiped out as a definite testimony to anything. If the first resurrection is spiritual, then so is the second, which I suppose none will be hardy enough to maintain; but if the second is literal, then so is the first, which in common with the whole primitive church, and many of the best modern expositors, I do maintain and receive as an article of faith and hope.”—(Alford, “New Testament for English Readers,” on Rev. 20:4-6)

For strength and clearness on these points the following remarks of Daniel Sommer (Editor of Apostolic Review) do not leave much to be desired:

“What may we say to those who declare that Christ will not come again till at the end of the Millennium Age? We may say, 'Ye do err, not knowing the Scriptures, nor the power of God.' All such, by implication, deny that the resurrection mentioned in 1 Cor. 15:12-54, and in 1 Thess. 4:13-17, means 'the first resurrection,' mentioned in Rev. 20:5, 6; this involves them in hopeless confusion, and fatal error. Neither in 1 Cor. 15th chapter, nor in 1 Thess. 4th chapter, do we find the sentence against the wicked set forth; but only the resurrection of the righteous dead, and the changing of the righteous living, do we find there mentioned. The same is true of Rev. 20:5, 6. Then when John declares, in contradistinction from the righteous dead, 'But the rest of the dead lived not again until the thousand years were finished,' the testimony on this subject is complete. Then when we read Rev. 20:12, 13, we should feel overwhelmed with testimony. Bible readers should always consider 1 Pet. 4:11, and never bend nor twist scripture to suit their theories. They ought not to have any religious theories.”—“Questions, Answers, and Remarks,” pp. 592, 593.

On the Thousand-Years Reign, the same writer speaks as follows:

“The word 'millennium' is composed of two Latin words, which together mean—a thousand years. That God intends to introduce such a period is as plainly stated in this chapter as that he intended to bring a flood of waters on the earth is set forth in Genesis 6th chapter. Mankind will live on the earth then, even as they are now living, except that they will not be tempted by the devil. The worst enemy they will then have will be their human natures. Does some one inquire where the people will come from who will be on the earth during the Millennium? That is not our side of the question. Though God will take the righteous away, and destroy those who have worshipped the beast, or received his mark, yet we need not be in doubt. God knew how to overthrow Pharaoh and his army, yet spare a residue of the Egyptians who were not responsible for his sins. He knew how to overthrow the rebellious Israelites in the wilderness, yet save three millions, or more, to enter the land of Canaan. He knew how to destroy Jerusalem, and the Jew as a nation, and yet save a remnant of that people. On the same principle, we may feel assured that he will know how to overthrow all his enemies among mankind in the last days of the Gospel Age, and, yet, will be able to save sufficient of mankind to people the world in the Millennial Age. Besides, from the time of the event mentioned in Rev. 11:13, God will have the Jews as his people, for the promise in Isa. 66:22 cannot fail. In view of all this we need not to be disturbed about God's side of the question, nor of any other. He knows how to manage it, and will manage it to his honor and glory. All that we need to do is to believe and obey the Lord in the present, then believe and and trust him with reference to the future.

“But will people then live on the earth as they do now, and how long
WORD AND WORK

will they live, and will everybody be righteous then? In the 8th and 9th verses we learn that when the time will come for the devil to be released from his "prison" he will find multitudes ready to listen to him, and to be marshalled in his army. This settles the question in regard to the righteousness of some who will live in the end of the Millennial Age. How long they will live in that age, as well as the two kinds of characters that will then be cultivated, is implied in Isa. 65:20. But all this pertains to the Divine side of this great question, and our business does not extend that far."


* * * * *

In 1 Cor. 15:23, 24 it says that at His coming Christ will "deliver up the Kingdom to God, even the Father." How then can he reign on earth a thousand years?

Ans. Though He deliver up the kingdom to the Father, then or at any other time, He shall reign on for ever and ever, and His saints with Him. (Rev. 22:5). The Kingdom of the Lord Jesus, whether He holds supreme sovereignty, or reigns under the Father, is eternal (2 Pet. 1:11).

But 1 Cor. 15:23, 24 does not say what the questioner thinks it says. The word "then" is not the Greek word "tote" which means "at that time," but, "eita," which means "next" or "afterward,"—how long after must be gathered from the context. The order is: Christ first, then (next) they that are His at His coming. Then (next in order) the end when all is subdued, and the last enemy shall have been destroyed (which Rev. 20:7-14 shows to be after the 1000 years). He delivers up the Kingdom to the Father. (For a fuller note on this see book, "The Kingdom of God").

* * * * *

Does not Matt. 25:31-46 show a general resurrection and judgment?

Ans. There is not a word about a resurrection in Matt. 25:31-46. Nor, in the light of the particular point on which the judgment turns (their treatment of "these my brethren") could this judgment apply to the nations of the long ago and of far away lands. This is a judgment of living nations in regard to the attitude they assumed toward Christ during the Tribulation, as shown by their conduct toward His brethren.

* * * * *

"If Jesus went to heaven, in the body of flesh and bones, which he had upon eating with his disciples after his resurrection, undergoing no change as he ascended, is he having to eat and drink now, to sustain that body of flesh and bones?"

"What about the language of 1 John 3:2 saying: 'When he appears we shall be like him, for we shall see him as he is.'"

Ans. This questioner has evidently misconceived a few things. For example, that Jesus had to eat and drink to sustain that body of "flesh and bones" after His resurrection; and that the "flesh and bones" was just the common, natural, corruptible flesh and bones of our present bodies. And, laboring under such ideas, the gratuitous assumption that Jesus' body, after His
resurrection, underwent another change as He ascended. In the first place, when Jesus rose from the dead, it was indeed the very body that was laid in the tomb that was raised; but in new and glorious life and power, immortal, incorruptible, endued with qualities and properties of which we cannot conceive. He could be seen when He chose, or He could be invisible; He could be palpable to the touch—his very flesh and bones might be handled, and His wounds be seen and felt. (Luke 24:39, 40; John 20:20, 27), and, again, He could pass through solid walls; He could walk as other men (Luke 24:15), yet He did not have to walk; He was not bound to laws of space and gravitation; He could be here or there with the swiftness of thought. He could eat, and did so (Luke 24:41-43) in order to give His disciples convincing proof of His actual personal presence, and the reality of His body; yet He did not have to eat. His body was neither dependent on earthly life, nor on material sustenance; nor was it corruptible. He rose from the dead to die no more nor to return to corruption. (Rom. 6:9; Acts 13:34). There is not the remotest evidence that He changed bodies again, or that His body was changed at His ascension. As He is so shall we be—endued with like powers, and with immortality and incorruption when He shall appear.

"Does not the prophecy of the great tribulation in Matt. 24:21 refer to the destruction of Jerusalem in A. D. 70? Most commentators say so."

Ans.—The commentators who say that Matt. 24:21 had reference to the destruction of Jerusalem in A. D. 70, are obliged to destroy the meaning of the word "immediately" in verse 29; for we read there that "immediately after the tribulation of those days," the signs in sun and moon and stars should usher in the coming of the Son of man on the clouds of heaven with power and great glory. According to Matt. 24, then, that great and unequalled tribulation immediately precedes the glorious appearing of the Lord. That settles that.

The destruction of Jerusalem in A. D. 70 was also foretold in the same discourse, and recorded by Luke (21:20-24). That has been literally fulfilled. The simple and perfect fulfilment of that prophecy is itself an instance showing how plainly the Lord speaks and how He meant just what He said. But Matt. 24:15-31 has reference to another, similar, but a more far-reaching crisis concerning Israel and Jerusalem, which issues in deliverance by a direct intervention from above. (See the collateral prophecies in Jer. 30:4-10; Dan. 12:1, 2; also Zech. 14:1-9, Joel 3:9-17; Isa. 29:1-8). Then indeed they shall see Him and welcome their Christ with the glad acclaim, "Blessed is He that cometh in the name of the Lord." (Matt. 23:39). In the present resettlement of Palestine by Jews, and their crowding back into the old Land and into the City things seem to be shaping themselves for the final event foretold by the Lord Jesus.
"Will anyone have opportunity to be saved during the Great Tribulation if Christ comes to take up His saints before the Great Tribulation?"

Ans. Yes. When God's severe judgments are on the earth the inhabitants of the world will learn righteousness. (Is. 26:9). It will be a terrible school, but great multitudes will come to their senses and "wash their robes." (Rev. 7:14). During this time Israel also will nationally turn, and flee to God for refuge. They will suffer terribly and will be greatly reduced in number (Zech. 13:9); but the remnant that will come out of those fires will be pure gold. (Zeph. 3:13). This is not, however, a "second chance"—except as men may have a second chance, or a third and fourth, while yet living. None of this lends any support to any teaching of a chance after death. Those who during the Great Tribulation turn to the Lord will have to face a far severer test of their faith and constancy than any of us today. There will be no occasion to envy them.

* * * * *

"What is meant in Matt. 24:34, 'This generation shall not pass away till these things be accomplished'?"

The word "generation" (Greek, gennea) means not only the people living on the earth at any one time, but quite as often means a stock, a race, a breed, a sort, a set, of people having common origin or traits. See for example, Deut. 32:5, 20 where disobedient Israel through all their past and future history are in view, and are spoken of as a "perverse and crooked generation," "children in whom is no faithfulness;" or, Ps. 24:6, the faithful of Israel, "This is the generation of them that seek after him . . . . even Jacob." Compare such expressions, "There is a generation that curse their father. . . . that are pure in their own eyes. . . . oh how lofty are their eyes. . . . whose teeth are as swords, etc." (Prov. 30:11-14). Here "generation" means a certain kind of people. In Matt. 24:34 the Lord certainly did not mean the generation then living on the earth; but the race of Israel, who have been so marvellously preserved, and will be preserved even until Jesus comes.

* * * * *

"Will Christ come to earth and live and reign here personally?"

Ans. Most assuredly. When you say "live" here, you do not mean of course that He would have to have the necessities of common earth-life—shelter, food, clothing, chair, bed, table, room, etc. That would be too childish to think of or to require denial.

* * * * *

"If the Day mentioned in Zech. 14:1 has not been fulfilled why should it be necessary for Christ at His coming to instruct the nations to go up to Jerusalem to worship from year to year?" (Zech. 14:16-18).

Ans. 1. As to whether that Day has ever yet come, read
verses 1-11 and see for yourself. It is a poor principle of interpretation to deny the plain meaning of what God says because we cannot make things fit.

2. As to the requirement to go up to Jerusalem to the feast of tabernacles, let that stand as it is. It will be a national requirement in the millennial earth. The three feasts of Israel had a typical meaning. The Passover typified the sacrifice of Christ, and was fulfilled at Calvary. Pentecost and the feast of the firstfruits, was antitypically fulfilled on Pentecost following Christ's crucifixion, and is in process of fulfilment, while the "firstfruits" are yet being gathered in from among all nations. But the third feast, the feast of Tabernacles, the great and joyful feast of "harvest home" is yet future, the age of the great ingathering, when the nations as such will turn to the Lord, and the knowledge of Jehovah shall cover the earth as waters cover the sea. That will come after Israel's restoration. (Rom. 11:15). During that whole happy period the nations will be called upon to celebrate this feast in Jerusalem, in the light of its antitypical fulfilment.

* * * * *

"Will the Lord ever set His foot on the earth again?"

Ans. That question is hardly worth discussing. Does it matter whether the Lord Jesus actually touches the earth with His foot or not, so long as it is certain that He is coming back? Yet it does matter, because Zech. 14:4 says that "His feet shall stand in that day upon the Mount of Olives," which is the place from whence He ascended. The event and circumstances described in Zech. 14, have reference to Christ's return, and His reign after the final deliverance of Israel.—1 Thess. 4:17 states that we shall meet the Lord in the air, and thenceforth shall ever be with Him. It does not say we shall forever stay in the air.

* * * * *

Is not the Coming of the Lord Jesus Christ the same thing as the end of the world? The third chapter of 2 Peter seems to teach that at the coming of Christ the wicked will be judged and the world burned up.

Ans. If we had only the third chapter of 2 Peter, we would naturally derive such a conclusion. But in the light of other scriptures we see that Peter's prophecy took in the whole wide scope of the "day of God" with all that in the end would be involved in it, including (though not making special mention of) the intervening reign of Christ on earth. This is not unusual, either in prophetic or other parts of scripture. Enoch, for example, before the Flood warned the evil-doers of the final coming of the Lord with His saints to execute judgment (Jude 14, 15), without taking cognizance of the intervening dispensations, Patriarchal, Jewish, and Christian. When in some scriptures we find salvation conditioned upon repentance alone, or faith, or faith and confession, (Rom. 10:9, 10); or calling upon the name
of the Lord (Rom. 10:13), or faith and baptism (Mark 16:16), we are not slow to point out that the combined testimony of all scripture is needed. So it is here. 2 Pet. 3 is not to be set in opposition to other prophecies, whether in Old or New Testament; nor are we to form our conception of the last things from 2 Pet. 3 alone.

It should be noted that Peter speaks of certain latter-day scoffers of scientific sort (we have them now!) who base their objections to the doctrine of the Lord's return on the stability of the present order of the universe, and the constancy of natural law. (2 Pet. 3:4). In reply Peter points out that the Lord, though He may delay beyond expectation, will come unexpectedly; and that the present heaven and earth are destined to be burned up.

BOOK REVIEWS.


Here is a book that challenges attention. If you are at all interested in scientific matters; if you know anything, or care to know, about Geology, get this book by all means. It is an eye-opener. The author simply refuses to swallow the monstrous assumptions of the modern scientific teaching, that takes Darwinism for granted, and lightly juggles with millions of years in order to lend color to unfounded hypotheses; and talks glibly of old and new rock-formations, and successive developments, and "historical orders of fossils" and an "ice-age" which never existed except in the imagination of scientific thinkers. On the side he has something to say in favor of the Biblical record—especially concerning the Flood—and that not from a prejudiced religious point of view, but from an impartial scientific standpoint. It is as its title says, a "New Geology;" and even those who would not agree, are bound to be impressed with his exposure of certain absurd and irrational theories which are blindly accepted in schools of Geology today. Yet it is not a freak geology. It is put up in careful and scholarly style, and based upon fact and sound observation. It should be an epoch-making book. It demands at least a candid examination and re-examination of the foundations of the modern science of Geology. It is a text-book "for Colleges, Normal Schools, and Training Schools;" but its style is so simple and lucid that any thoughtful reader will enjoy the book; while its scientific standard and weight is such as to demand the consideration of the specialist.

If you have a friend whose faith in the old Book has been troubled by the teachings of modern Geology, get him this book. (Order through Word and Work).

R. H. B.
A PICTURE OF HUMAN RELIGION.

The world is full of human religion, and judged of from the New Testament, great multitudes who profess to be Christians seem to have been only galvanized by human ecclesiastical methods into a sort of mechanical christianity, with whom the first principles of a divine life seems utterly unknown. The more intimately we become acquainted with God, the more delicately and sharply we can distinguish the shades of human character and the lines of truth and error. There are moments of great spiritual vision in which we seem to look out from our heavenly Father's bosom and through the luminous atmosphere of his presence upon the peoples and nations of the earth, and upon different shades of nominal Christianity, like great outspread plains stretching far off in the gloom, with here and there a hill-top, made a little brighter by its elevation in the glimmering starlight; and our minds are stretched with great questions as to the destiny of these surging millions, and our hearts ache with inexpressible pity and longing to rescue all we can; and in our utter helplessness the tears flow and the prayers ascend that the precious right hand that was pierced with the nail would be stretched out to save as many as possible. And amid this pitiful condition of things it is more pitiable still to see the myriads of professed Christians, headed by throngs of eloquent, cultured, ease-loving, self-seeking preachers who are only playing at religion. In the light of eternity the great bulk of the visible church are like little children who play that they are gladiators, with rolls of paper for swords, and little kittens for lions. And the worst of it is, so many who seem to be real sincere Christians are blinded and misled by this human religion and seem to think that out-and-out holiness, and a life of real self-sacrifice, is carrying religion a little too far.

Human religion has a great many marks about it. It depends on human means, and resorts to the tactics of the creature, to the skill, the planning, the wire-pulling, not to say the downright trickery of unregenerate human nature. It is managed by committees, and majorities, and votes, and resolutions, and influential persons and man-made legislation. This human religion is born of ecclesiastical assemblies, ecumenical conferences, and parliaments of the world's religions. It must live on big things, big churches, great preachers, fine music, aesthetic culture, college diplomas, stained glass, dignity, churchly starch, ministerial pomposity, and high-sounding titles. It preaches human progress, the glory of man, the inventions of the age; the telegraph, the steamship, the diving-bell, the phonograph, submarine cables, vestibule trains, oil wells, mines, meteorology of shooting stars, the weather reports, the anatomy of a fly's wing, the X-ray, the splendor of poetry, the brilliance of college training. These are the things that fill the human mind of human religion, and are forever dropping in silvery accents from its volu-
ble tongue. It goes in for show and noise, and making startling effects, whether it be a funeral, or a picnic, or a wedding, or a brass band revival, or a sacramental service, or a baptismal performance, or a church dedication, or a corner-stone laying (in which it calls to its aid the abominations of secret lodges), or in gathering of its legislative bodies, or in the publishing of its church literature, or in striking attitudes in the pulpit; whatever it does it must swell and show off, because, unlike God's appointed feasts, it lives on leavened bread, and is full of yeast, and therefore it must puff and swell and strut. This is the stuff that is palmed off on the world as the religion of the meek and lowly Jesus who went about weeping and casting out devils, and transforming wretched lives.

Human religion must needs be hedged in by all sorts of human wicker-work, social coteries, circles of old friends, social seats, ecclesiastical rings. People who have human religion must needs be held together like the staves of a barrel, by outside hoops and bandages. Such persons cannot stand alone with God. One single frosty morning of misfortune, of great distress, will wither its fair flowers and thousands of such religionists combined into one could not endure for one hour the cyclone of desolation that swept around Job. This is why, when persons who have human religion leave their social church circles, and are thrown on the rough waves of the world, they flounder and fling away their religion, because it was not centred in their hearts, but only put on. It was a house plant, and had to be nursed by prosperity, and human friendships, and narrow, earthly loves; and when these things are stripped from it, the roof is taken from off its head, and it cannot live in the great universal outdoors of God's kingdom.

A preacher with human religion must be flattered, and puffed in the papers, and voted for as delegate to his sectarian church assemblages. He needs toasting with invitations to big dinners, carriage drives in the park, summer vacations, winter trips to a warm clime. He must needs have presents and religion's bon-bons, and if he were peeled down to old-fashioned primeval vicissitudes, to walk with Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob with no cable to hold him but faith in God, all his religion would likely evaporate. Church members who have human religion must receive many attentions from their pastors and other church members. They must be coaxed to attend prayer meeting, politely bowed to half a square away; they must be visited for every headache, their whims must be consulted; they have sore toes that are easily trampled on; they either want to be excused from taking part in religious service, or else want to be invited to take the lead.

Is there anything so abominable as human religion? Its very prayers are stuffed full of humanism, and various forms of self. This human religion is always anxious about results. It knows nothing about living by faith. It is always in a fever about good
collections, and about having the sermon take well and the
hymn to be nicely rendered, and the prayer meeting to pass off
smoothly. It does not have a giant's tread, but walks as if on
eggs. It is over-cautious, easily frightened, full of compromise,
using human policy as a substitute for divine love.

When human religion gets up a revival, it must have from
two to twenty churches of heterogeneous creeds and sectarian
bodies go into a great union effort. It must have a mammoth
choir, with great musical instruments, and many preachers and
multiplied committees, and each committee headed by some bank­
er, or judge, or mayor, or millionaire's wife. It signs cards as a
substitute for the broken-hearted cries of Scriptural repentance.
It must count its converts for a few days' meetings by the hun­
dreds. It must apologize for natural depravity, and plead for
its existence in soul till death, and by professing to top off a few
big branches of sin it only feeds and fattens the monster of heart­
corruption at the very centre of the soul.

Human religion thinks it will conquer the world; it denies
holiness, ignores the omnipotent, personal agency of the Holy
Ghost, steers clear of all divine manifestations, is terrified at
the supernatural in grace, discounts personal testimony, is afraid
of weeping, is terrified at a hallelujah, thinks that the sobs of a
penitent should be stifled with a lavender-scented handkerchief.

Human religion rolls its lips at holiness, antagonizes the
coming of Jesus, thinks the world is growing beautifully better,
puts outward reformation for soul-salvation, runs off on lines of
humanitarianism as a substitute for the indwelling Holy Spirit,
and is forever forming itself into fresh organizations of
"leagues" and "endeavors" and "boys' brigades." It dreams of
bringing the millennium by social reforms, it dreams that Jesus
will come and reign on the earth, but seeks to usurp his place
and build for itself a kingdom over the world. It is an ease-lov­
ing, jovial, laughing, fun-making, fun-loving, superficial thing.
Its motives are bounded by time. All its enterprises have an at­
mosphere of earthliness about them. It despises the day of
small things; it scorns little, humble people and lonely ways. It
is eager to jump to the height of prosperity, it is domineering
and popish in its assertions over the poor and yet at the same­
time cringes like a puppy before the rich and the great ones.
Its music has no pathos in it, its laughter lacks divine cheerful­
ness, its worship lacks supernatural love, its prayers bring
down no high answers, it works no miracles, calls forth no
criticism from the world, it has no light of eternity in its eye.
It is a poor, pale, sickly thing, born of the union of the heart of
the world with the head of Christian theology—a mongrel, bas­
tard thing, with a backslidden church for its mother and the
world for its father.

This human religion will be everlastingly wrecked at the
appearance of Jesus. Woe to that human being who has a hu­
man religion.—G. D. Watson.
Brother Eckstein, with a commendable faith and zeal, is earnestly at work among the Jews at Dallas, Tex. He has undertaken a work most difficult. Most Jews oppose his work somewhat as the Jews opposed Paul's work centuries ago, but he is exhibiting staying qualities and loyalty to God's word that should be most gratifying to his friends and supporters. When the end of the rope is reached, he seems to have the will that ties a knot in it and holds on. He is carrying on under difficulties and discouragements that would turn many back. A short time ago another Jew, a man fifty-eight years old, was baptized into Christ. And who knows what may come from this one conversion! When Brother McCaleb was last in the United States, he told us that Brother Hon, who had gone to Japan as a missionary several years before, but who had stayed only one year on account of ill health, had succeeded in converting but one Japanese. But the best part of Brother McCaleb's report was that around that single convert a congregation of one hundred Japanese had been built up.

In like manner one Jewish convert may, in a few years, convert a number of his kinsmen. But, if, because of the unparallel ed difficulty of such work, he fails to do so—even then, provided he himself is saved eternally, friends of the work cannot regret supporting it with their money, influence, and prayers. One soul is worth more than the whole material world. I have invested just about one hundred dollars in this Jewish work, since I began supporting it, and expect, by the grace of God, to invest another hundred at the same rate—five dollars a month—unless I am able to increase the rate. I like the investment, and am confident I'll never live to regret making it.

Brother Eckstein's address is 111 South Harwood St., Dallas, Texas. Or, if you prefer, mail checks to me at Morrilton, Ark. It will be no trouble for me to forward it!

"And let us not be weary in well doing: for in due season we shall reap, if we faint not."

DO YOU CARE?

Miss Clara E. Kennedy, formerly of Portland, Maine, but now of Tokyo, Japan, a young, energetic girl, with a vision of lost souls in the far-away land of Nippon, heard a call of God to go to those that now sit in darkness, that the light of the Gospel might shine the brighter there. Our sister is a true lover of our Lord and needs our prayers and financial help.

We believe that the Church is God's only Missionary Society; that organizations are unscriptural; that we need no organization beyond the local congregation. Sister Kennedy knew these things, and just went trusting the Lord for the "wherewithal."
The Portland, Maine, Church is her home Church. It has a resident membership of only 37, none of whom are wealthy, and many are actually poor as to this world’s goods. The Portland church will try, with the help that she can get from the others in this section, to make up half of the support for Sister Kennedy. This means that we must get at least $30.00 each month. Up to the present we have had to bear the whole burden of our assumed portion. Bro. Chas. M. Neal, Dugger, Ind., is trying to get $200 a year for this work. We lack over $200 to make up the amount that is required. Can you help a bit in this neglected work? Send remittances to R. G. Schell, 581 Forest Ave., Portland, Maine.

FUNDS FOR MISS KENNEDY, TOKYO, JAPAN.  
(October.)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Amount</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>F. L. Rowe</td>
<td>$5.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chas. M. Neal, Dugger, Indiana</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Per Bro. Neal:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Union Church, Spencer, Ind.</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S. C. Burnett, Norris, S. C.</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mr. and Mrs. Glessie Eades, Sullivan, Ind</td>
<td>2.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ellis Congregation, Linton, Ind.</td>
<td>2.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Church of Christ, Dugger, Ind.</td>
<td>10.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A Friend, Portland, Maine</td>
<td>6.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mr. and Mrs. R. G. Schell, Portland, Maine</td>
<td>2.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Church of Christ, Portland, Maine</td>
<td>30.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>$60.00</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sent to Sister Kennedy by N. Y. Check</td>
<td>$60.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

R. G. Schell.

WALTER W. GODBOLD.

Walter W. Godbold, lover of the church and untiring soul-winner is at home!

Brother Godbold was one of God’s great men, though the world knew him not, because it knew not his Lord. Like Jesus he ever went about doing good, seeking the lost to bring them to Jesus and into His church. He loved the church and prized her heavenly ways, her sweet communion, solemn vows, her hymns of love and raise. He never was absent from the Lord’s Table, he “continued stedfastly in the apostles’ teaching and fellowship, in the breaking of bread and the prayers.”

He was not ashamed to own his Lord anywhere and in the din of struggle and strife of his business as Roadmaster for the Seaboard Air Line Railroad he found time and sought out opportunities to tell his fellows about Jesus and His one true church. Like Barnabas, “he was a good man, and full of the Holy Spirit and of faith: and much people was added unto the Lord.” His stewardship is ended. His books are closed.

When we hear of some laborer fallen in the forefront, let us say: So help us God, a little more faithfulness, a little more of passion, a little more of sacrifice and suffering, a little more of outpoured life, and the victory will be won!

H. N. Rutherford.

Misrepresentation, when it is wilful, is to be construed as a compliment. The most unscrupulous of defamers will prefer to use the truth, if it will serve, to discredit and condemn the object of his hate. But if he has to resort to falsehood he thereby admits that the truth does not answer this purpose.
ON FOREIGN FIELDS.
MISSIONARY NOTES.
Don Carlos Janes.

And who is willing to bear the Saviour's name among 430,000,000 Chinese? ** Ramona Belle Fox, daughter of Bro. and Sister Harry Fox, was born in Tokyo, October 5.

Sister Rhodes writes that it costs about 500 yen to get a telephone and that such things are not for missionaries. ** Sister Andrews is at Shidzuoka and the other missionaries are strung out in a long line to the west. ** "We are cutting our monthly missionary contribution in half. Sending some to ________, to help pay on the church. Well, that's a cutting thing; makes the missionary in Japan help a home congregation out of debt. ** Sisters who desire a simple plan for highly profitable missionary meetings may drop a line to the writer of this page. Increase your usefulness and your joy also.

The yen has dropped to 39 cents—"as a result all foreign goods are much higher and all classes of merchandise produced here have advanced." Herman Fox. ** Highland church, Louisville, has added $10 a month to the support of Harry Fox and family on account of the arrival of the precious daughter. ** A very small and poor church averages above $5 a month for missions; a large church with a good house gives less than $5. Why? A small church in a schoolhouse gives $15 every month. About 5,700 churches give nothing. Are these churches fully loyal? ** Bro. Lawyer has been heard from en route to Africa. Remember this new family in prayer. ** McCaleb summarizes the work in Japan since 1892: "12 missionaries, 9 Japanese evangelists, 10 Sunday schools, 19 teachers, 11 churches, 10 preaching stations, 2 kindergartens, 1 training school, 4 church buildings, 8 mission homes." ** Bro. Short reports 11 baptized in S. Africa, Sept. 14th—29 for the year. Sister Rhodes reports one in Japan. ** Bro. Short's expenses the first half of the year were $142.65 a month. ** "The Bible lesson pictures will be quite a help." Maybe you would like to send some, too. ** Herman Fox decided to finish his home with wall-board and hoped his rheumatism would be better when he got out of the native style house. ** Every reader who would like to see the foreign mission work enlarged in 1925 is requested to send a postal card to the writer of this page at 2229 Dearing Court, Louisville, Ky., for some interesting information. ** Our rural missionaries in Japan cannot buy thread, children's supporters, underwear and many other things in local stores. ** "Your bulletins, I feel sure, have done much towards increasing missionary interest and zeal." Would you like to see one? ** Ten unanswered letters are on my desk from one brother in India. Shall we give him an American co-laborer?
13. They bring to the Pharisees him that for sometime was blind. 14 Now it was the sabbath on the day when Jesus made the clay, and opened his eyes. 15 Again therefore the Pharisees also asked him how he received his sight. And he said unto them, He put clay upon mine eyes, and I washed, and I see. 16 Some therefore of the Pharisees said, This man is not from God, because he keepeth not the sabbath. But others said, How can a man that is a sinner do such signs? And there was a division among them. 17 They say therefore unto the blind man again, What sayest thou of him, in that he opened thine eyes? And he said, He is a prophet. 26 They said therefore unto him, What did he to thee? how opened he thine eyes? 27 He answered them, I told you even now, and ye did not hear; wherefore would ye hear it again? would ye also become his disciples? 28 And they reviled him, and said, Thou art his disciple; but we are disciples of Moses. 29 We know that God hath spoken unto Moses: but as for this man, we know not whence he is. 30 The man answered and said unto them, Why, herein is the marvel, that ye know not whence he is, and yet he opened mine eyes. 31 We know that God heareth not sinners: but if any man be a worshipper of God, and do his will, him he heareth. 32 Since the world began it was never heard that any one opened the eyes of a man born blind. 33 If this man were not from God, he could do nothing. 34 They answered and said unto him, Thou wast altogether born in sins, and dost thou teach us? And they cast him out. 35 Jesus heard that they had cast him out; and finding
him, he said, Dost thou believe on the Son of God? 36 He answered and said, And who is he, Lord, that I may believe on him? 37 Jesus said unto him, Thou hast both seen him, and he it is that speaketh with thee. 38 And he said, Lord, I believe. And he worshipped him.

Verse 35. When men cast us out for His sake, who comes to us to comfort and bless? What question did He put to man?

Verse 36. What straightforward question did the man ask in return?

Verse 37, 38. —What did Jesus say to him? Did the Lord thus reveal Himself often? Why not? Did the man instantly accept it? What more did he do? Did the Lord Jesus (like Peter for instance, Acts 10:25, 26; or the angel in Rev. 19:10) ever refuse worship? Why not?

NOTES ON LESSON 10.

THE MAN BORN BLIND.

This was not a case like that of blind Bartimeus who clamored to the Lord Jesus for help: this blind beggar did not know Jesus, nor had he appealed to Him. The Lord saw him and took the initiative in this case. He spake of the man whom he, the blind man, might know. Had he heard as yet?
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QUESTIONS AND TEACHING-POINTS.


2. The Character of the Blind Man. And his progressive confession.

3. The Pharisees. Their blind prejudice. (v. 22). Their pretense to knowledge. (v. 24; 34; 40, 41). Their tyranny and malice. (Comp. John 12:42). They are the false shepherds of the next chapter.

4. Special verses: Verse 6; the Golden Text; verses 39, 41.

SECOND LORD'S DAY LESSON OF DECEMBER.

Lesson 11. December 14, 1924.

THE RAISING OF LAZARUS.

Golden Text: I am the resurrection, and the life.—John 11:25.
Lesson Text: John 11:31-44.

31. The Jews then who were with her in the house, and were consoling her, when they saw Mary, that she rose up quickly and went out, followed her, supposing that she was going unto the tomb to weep there. 32 Mary therefore, when she came where Jesus was, and saw him, fell down at his feet, saying unto him, Lord, if thou hadst been here, my brother had not died. 33 When Jesus therefore saw her weeping, and the Jews also weeping who came with her, he groaned in the spirit, and was troubled, 34 and said, Where have ye laid him? They say unto him, Lord, come and see. 35 Jesus wept. 36 The Jews therefore said, Behold how he loved him! 37 But some of them said, Could not this man, who opened the eyes of him that was blind, have caused that this man also should not die? 38 Jesus therefore again groaning in himself cometh to the tomb. Now it was a cave, and a stone lay against it. 39 Jesus saith, Take ye away the stone. Martha, the sister of him that was dead, saith unto him, Lord, by this time the body decayeth; for he hath been dead four days. 40 Jesus saith unto her, Said I not unto thee, that, if thou believest, thou shouldest see the glory of God? 41 So they took away the stone. And Jesus lifted up his eyes, and said, Father, I thank thee that thou heardest me. 42 And I knew that thou hearest me always: but because of the multitude that standeth around I said it, that they may believe that thou didst send me. 43 And when he had thus Read the first thirty verses of this chapter. See Notes.

Verse 31. Were they many who had come to condole with the two sisters of Lazarus? (v. 19). What would that indicate as to the prominence of the family?

Verse 32. What did Mary do when she came to Jesus? Was she ashamed or afraid before "the Jews"? (John 9:22). Where do we see Mary each time she is mentioned? (Luke 10:39; John 12:3). What did she say to Him? Who had said the identically same thing to Him before? (v. 21). Were they right in this?

Verses 33-35. How was the Lord Jesus affected by the sight of their sorrow? (See also R. V. margin). Did Jesus know what He was going to do? (vs. 4, 11, 23). Why then did He weep?

Verses 36, 37. With what were the Jews deeply impressed? What thought came to some of them? Was that true? But did they even dream that His power could reach beyond death?

Verses 39-40. What sort of tomb was this? What order did Jesus give? Why did He not Himself take the stone away? Who protested? Why? Had Martha caught Jesus' meaning in verses 23-25? What did the Lord say to her? Which comes first in God's order, seeing or believing? What would she see if she believed? (Comp. v. 4). How is God glorified?

Verses 41, 42. Had the Lord Jesus asked the Father about this? For what did He thank Him? Did He know before it was done that God had heard Him? Did God always hear Him? Why? (John 8:29; comp. 1
spoken, he cried with a loud voice, Lazarus, come forth. 44 He that was dead came forth, bound hand and foot with grave-clothes; and his face was bound about with a napkin. Jesus saith unto them, Loose him, and let him go.

John 3:22). Why did He say this now? What then was the purpose of this sign?

Verses 43, 44. If anyone else had used these same words, would the same result have followed? What gave these words such almighty power? What happened when the Lord Jesus spoke the command? How long had Lazarus been in the tomb? (v. 39. Can God raise the dead after 4 days, or 4 years, or 4,000 years just as well? What was the Lord’s final order?

NOTES ON LESSON 11.

THE RAISING OF LAZARUS.

1. The little family at Bethany, Lazarus, Martha and Mary, were His special and intimate friends. In a peculiar sense “Jesus loved Matha and her sister and Lazarus.” When therefore Lazarus fell sick they sent Him word. (Where He was at the time, and why He was there, is told us in John 10:39, 40 and 11:8).

2. But Jesus did not immediately respond. The word “therefore” in v. 6 implies that because of His very love for them (See v. 5) the Lord tarried yet two days where He was. Such sometimes is the way of His love. However, He assured His disciples that this sickness was “not unto death,” but for the glory of God, that the Son of God should be glorified thereby. Now God is glorified in His mighty acts of deliverance, and in the blessing and happiness of men.

3. After two days then Jesus said to His disciples, “Let us go into Judea again.” The disciples protested. The Jews had but just tried to kill Him there, and was He going back there again? But the Lord answered (in effect) “Don’t I know what I am doing? I am not going unadvisedly. It is in line with my work and the Father’s will. As long as a man walks in that light he is not blundering and has nothing to fear. It is only when he leaves that path that he gets into real trouble.” (Verses 8, 9). Then He told them that Lazarus had fallen asleep, and He was going back to awaken him; finally explaining that He meant Lazarus was dead.

4. When the Lord Jesus arrived Lazarus had been in the tomb four days already. In warm climates decay sets in rapidly, and the body of Lazarus must have begun to decompose. This circumstance, however, instead of making Christ’s work impossible, served to magnify His name, as Master over the most terrible power that afflicts mankind—Death, and all that Death can do.

5. The interview with Martha (vs. 17-27) is very beautiful and impressive. After Martha came Mary. Our printed lesson begins here.

QUESTIONS AND TEACHING-POINTS.

1. The Events Preceding the Printed Lesson. See Notes. Where was Jesus when He got the word of Lazarus’ sickness? Did He go to Bethany immediately? Why not? In what sense was Lazarus’ sickness not to be “unto death”? (v. 4). Why did the Lord dare to go back into Judea again? When He got there how long had Lazarus been in the tomb? What difference did that make? Describe the interview with Martha. Give the Golden Text.


3. “Jesus Wept.” Why? Did He not know what He was going to do in a few moments? Why then did He not take the grief of His friends lightly? According to Revised Version margin, what other emotion besides sympathy filled His heart? Is it wrong to sorrow for our departed ones? But how ought we not to sorrow? (1 Thess. 4:13).

4. “Take Ye Away The Stone.” Could the people raise Lazarus? But could they remove the stone that was between Lazarus and the Lord? Did
the Lord expect them to do that? What sort of “stones” lie between men and the Savior, and how can we take them away? Think on this.

5. The Power of Christ’s Word. Shown in other instances: power over the winds and waves; power over evil spirits (Mark 1:27); power over diseases and bodily affliction; and, here, over death. Need the Christian fear the things which the Lord Jesus is so absolutely Master of? (Comp. also John 5:25-29).

6. Raising the Dead. Three instances are recorded of the Lord Jesus’ asserting His power over death: (1) The raising of Jairus’ little daughter (Matt. 9:18); (2) of the young man at Nain (Luke 7:11f); (3) of Lazarus (John 11). Jairus’ child had just died; the young man was being carried to burial; but Lazarus had been dead four days. The last was the climax of all the signs. We cannot see how any physical demonstration of God’s benevolent power could go further. Yet it failed to reach the blind minds and hard hearts of “the Jews.” (John 11:46-50; 12:10, 11). Note that these were not instances of resurrection (1 Cor. 15:42-44) but only a bringing back to earthly, fleshly life, temporarily.

7. Spiritual Application. “You did he make alive when ye were dead through your trespasses and sins.” (Eph. 2:1-10). His word carries life-giving power and authority even to the spiritually dead. “They that hear shall live.” Their condition of spiritual death is not such as would prevent their hearing and receiving the word. In fact upon that depends the effectiveness of the word in such a case. “Hear, and your soul shall live.” (Isa. 55:3).

THIRD LORD’S DAY LESSON OF DECEMBER.

Lesson 12. December 21, 1924.

THE CONVERSION OF ZACCHAEUS.

Golden Text: The Son of man came to seek and to save that which was lost.—Luke 19:10.


1. And he entered and was passing through Jericho. 2 And behold, a man called by name Zacchaeus; and he was a chief publican, and he was rich. 3 And he sought to see Jesus who he was; and could not for the crowd, because he was little of stature. 4 And he ran on before, and climbed up into a sycamore tree to see him: for he was to pass that way. 5 And when Jesus came to the place, he looked up, and said unto him, Zacchaeus, make haste, and come down; for today I must abide at thy house. 6 And he made haste, and came down, and received him joyfully. 7 And when they saw it, they all murmured, saying, He is gone in to lodge with a man that is a sinner. 8 And Zacchaeus stood, and said unto the Lord, Behold, Lord, the half of my goods I give to the poor; and if I have wrongfully exacted aught of any man, I restore fourfold. 9 And Jesus said unto him, To-day is salvation come to Verse 1. On what occasion was this? (The Lord’s last journey to Jerusalem).

Verse 2. What two things are told us of Zacchaeus? How were “publicans” regarded? (Matt. 5:47; Luke 5:30). What other great barrier was in the man’s way? (Luke 18:24, 25). Was he a very hopeful case?

Verses 3, 4. What desire did he have? Why would he have wanted to see Jesus? What various things had he probably heard about Him? (Matt. 11:19). Were there many others? What did Zacchaeus do in order to get a good view of Jesus? Have I ever made any effort to get a fair view of Him? If not, why not?

Verse 5. When Jesus got to Zacchaeus’ sycamore tree, what amazing thing did He do and say?

Verse 6. Did Zacchaeus take much time to think it over? Was he unwilling or glad?

Verse 7. What did the people think about it? Why did they think that so
this house, forasmuch as he also is bad? When Jesus associated with 
sinners what was His purpose? (Luke 5:32). What full and lengthy expla-
nation of His reason did He give once 
before? (Luke 15:1, etc.)

Verse 8. What announcement of his purpose did Zaccheus make to the 
Lord? What would he do with half his goods? What had he done and en-
dured all his life to make his money? Why was he now willing to let it go? 
Did a publican have great chance and temptation to wrong his fellow-men? 
(Luke 3:12, 13). Was it certain that Zaccheus had done that? But if so—
what would he do? Is that proof of a true repentance?

Verse 9. What acknowledgment did the Lord Jesus give him? For 
what was Abraham noted? (Rom. 4:3). Who are regarded as Abraham’s 
sons? (Gal. 3:7). Can there be a true faith without a true repentance?

Verse 10. For what purpose did the Son of man come? What is it to 
be lost? Who are lost? How did the Lord Jesus come to seek them? How 
does He save them? If we are Christ’s, are we to be engaged in His work?
What can we do to seek and save the lost?

QUESTIONS AND TEACHING-POINTS.

1. Zaccheus: a publican. They were the tax-gatherers for the Roman 
government—hated and despised to the utmost by the Jewish people. They 
had good opportunity to oppress the people, and to extort more than was 
right. They often did this. Publicans were social outcasts, and classed with 
the vilest sinners. They must have been money-lovers indeed to be willing 
to make their gain at such a price. Would it be easy to reach the heart of 
such men?

2. Zaccheus: a rich man. Are riches an obstacle to entrance into the 
kingship of God? Can you think of reasons why? How, no doubt, had Zac-
cheus made his money? Would such a man be likely to cling to what he had 
accumulated?

3. “A good man lost and a bad man saved.” In Luke 18:18-25 see the 
story of a rich man—a young nobleman, well brought up, clean, moral, high-
toned, of noble family, “the rich young ruler” who from his youth had kept 
the commandments. Yet we see him turning away from Christ unto dark-
ness and perdition. Here is another rich man, a common publican, hated and 
shunned, an outcast and a sinner of the lowest type—yet at the close we see 
him saved and rejoicing. Why this difference? At what point is a man’s 
fate decided?

4. Make Haste! What did Jesus say to Zaccheus? How did Zaccheus 
respond? When the Lord calls to us how long ought we linger? Do many 
people lose their souls by procrastinating?

5. Repentance. The essence of true repentance is a turning “from 
darkness unto light, and from the power of Satan unto God.” (Acts 26:18). 
Among the “works meet for repentance,” restoration is certainly one. If 
any past wrong can be remedied, a truly turned man will certainly do it. 
Zaccheus had in the past (1) lived for himself; and (2) possibly wronged 
some people. Now that he had turned in his heart unto God, what was he 
ready to do (1) in regard to his selfishly gotten and held wealth? (2) if he 
had wronged any man?

6. Salvation come to this House. How did salvation come to Zaccheus’ 
house? Who brought it nigh? What did Zaccheus do on his part? What 
moved Zaccheus to repentance? Have I ever won a soul to a new life by 
my kindness and goodness to him?

7. The Purpose of the Son of man’s coming. The lost. What is it to 
be lost? What two things must be done? Which first? How did Jesus do 
this? How do we?
FOURTH LORD'S DAY LESSON OF DECEMBER.

Lesson 13.  

December 28, 1924

REVIEW: CENTRAL PERIOD OF CHRIST'S MINISTRY.

Golden Text: He that hath seen me hath seen the Father.—John 14:9

Devotional Reading: Matt. 25:31-36.

31 But when the Son of man shall come in his glory, and all the angels with him, then shall he sit on the throne of his glory: 32 and before him shall be gathered all the nations: and he shall separate them one from another, as the shepherd separateth the sheep from the goats; 33 and he shall set the sheep on his right hand, but the goats on the left. 34 Then shall the King say unto them on his right hand, Come, ye blessed of my Father, inherit the kingdom prepared for you from the foundation of the world: 35 for I was hungry, and ye gave me to eat; I was thirsty, and ye gave me drink; I was a stranger, and ye took me in; 36 naked, and ye clothed me; I was sick, and ye visited me; I was in prison, and ye came unto me.

THE QUARTER’S LESSONS.

These lessons, though with great gaps between, cover the Central Period of Christ’s Ministry—beginning with the choosing of the Twelve, and ending with the conversion of Zaccheus, which was the last incident on the last journey to Jerusalem.

Of each of the Lessons recall some prominent fact, and one clear practical lesson.

2. THE SERMON ON THE MOUNT.—Mat. 6:5-15.

What idea have we gained concerning Christ? To hear of Him; to believe in Him, to know Him better, to trust Him and love Him and obey Him—is the greatest good we can obtain in this world.

"HOW TO UNDERSTAND AND APPLY THE BIBLE."

"Anyone who willeth to do God's will and is therefore anxious to know God's ways is fitted to become a first-class Bible scholar. Assuming, dear reader, that you are such a man or woman poor in spirit, truly wishing to know the will of God that you may do it, I offer you some fundamental instruction concerning the Bible; yet not instruction of mine but instruction drawn from the Bible itself, to meet the greatest difficulties in the Bible student's way."

So begins the 24-page booklet by R. H. Boll, “How to Understand and apply the Bible.” Price 10c each, 50 cents the dozen.
NURSEY A B C BOOKLETS


Price, 20c Each.

The Bible A-B-C.
Old Testament Stories.
Story of the Bible.
Story of Jesus.

BIBLE STORIES AND A B C'S.

LINEN.

For little tots to learn with ease. 18 beautiful pictures printed in many colors, the A B C's are also printed in color, making the most attractive book possible for children. Size 7 x 9. It is printed in large type on linen, so the child can't tear.

Price, 50c.

CHRISTMAS POST CARDS.

Forty designs heavily embossed in gold and colors with appropriate texts. The quality of board is the best and you will be delighted with them.

20c per dozen. $1.25 per 100, postpaid.

SCRIPTURE TEXT POST CARDS.

Lithographed in eight colors, daintily and beautifully done; twelve different designs, with twelve different, appropriate Scripture Texts.

Price, 20c Doz. $1.25 per Hundred.

THE CHRISTIAN'S FELLOWSHIP GREETING CARDS.

A set of six cards of choice design 2 1/2 x 5 inches in size, enclosed with six mailing envelopes in an attractive container.

Price, 15 cents a package.

Each card carries an inspiring suggestion in a wisely selected text of Scripture. And a warm fraternal interest is expressed in a verse of excellent quality and written from the viewpoint of Christian fellowship.

HURLBUT'S STORY OF JESUS

JESSE LYMAN HURLBUT, D.D.

In this new and complete life of Christ will be found the same beautiful, flowing style of description, the same simplicity of language, that is so attractive to both young and old, the same lucid unfolding of the story he has to tell, that characterize all of Dr. Hurlbut's writings. Cloth, Octavo, 500 pages; 200 illustrations.

Price, $2.00, net.
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The Best Secular Books

FOR CHILDREN AND YOUNG PEOPLE.

We have scarce room to give more than the titles; but the publishers have personally examined, or trusted friends have read, and recommended in a general way, every book in this new and attractive list. Ages to which the books are suited are approximate. Many older persons enjoy children's books.

BURGESS BIRD BOOK. Told in story form by the birds themselves. True to bird life, yet told in language attractive to children of 7 to 13. $3.00.

BURGESS ANIMAL BOOK. 7 to 13 years, $3.00.

BURGESS FLOWER BOOK. 7 to 13, $3.00.

REBECCA OF SUNNYBROOK FARM—Kate Douglas Wiggins. A real little girl with all a little girl's faults and follies. A widowed mother, seven children—burdens heavy; so the maiden aunts, Manda and Jane, try to balance the situation better by taking Rebecca. The experiences of generous, loving, prankish, wilful Rebecca at the home of her maiden aunts makes an interesting story. 75c.

MOTHER CAREY'S CHICKENS—Kate Douglas Wiggins. 75c.

FLOWER CHILDREN—Elizabeth Gordon. Familiar flowers appear with baby faces, and a dear little verse accompanies each flower. $1.25.

WILD FLOWER CHILDREN. A similar book taking up the wild flowers. $1.25.

"BIRD CHILDREN," and "MOTHER EARTH'S CHILDREN" are by the same author, the latter dealing with vegetables and fruits. $1.25 each.

THE MARY FRANCES GARDEN BOOK—Jane Eayre Frye. 378 large pages, with good illustrations. Teaches the child how to care for garden, how seeds germinate and grow, etc., etc. $2.00.

NOMADS OF THE NORTH—Jas. Oliver Curwood. For grown boys and girls. Gripping tales of the North country. 75c.

THE GRIZZLY KING.—By the same author. 75c.

STORIES OF FAMOUS WOMEN—92 pages. 60c.

THE GLAD BOOK.—With beautiful pictures, a lovely gift. 8 to 12 years. 60c.

CANADIAN FAIRY TALES.—The Indian legends and others of the North country. From Oxford University Press. A beautiful book, $4.00.


THE ESQUIMAUX TWINS.—Lucy Fitch Perkins—Illustrated with the author's own ink sketches. Exceedingly interesting and instructive to children 5 to 12. $1.75.

THE JAPANESE TWINS.—Scotch Twins, Dutch Twins, Greek Twins, Italian Twins, French Twins, Belgian Twins, Cave Twins—all by the same author. $1.75 each.

AROUND THE WORLD WITH CHILDREN.—Frank G. Carpenter. Like everything that Carpenter writes, this book is excellent. It serves as a beginner's Geography. 75c.

ANNE OF GREEN GABLES.—L. M. Montgomery. $1.75.

POLLYANNA.—Eleanor Porter. $1.50.

JUNIOR HOME MAGAZINE—Monthly; attractive, especially for children up to 10 years. $2.50 the year.

CHILD LIFE.—A Rand-McNally Publication. $3.00 the year.
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FOR CHILDREN AND YOUNG PEOPLE.

Children's Story Books

Finely bound in best quality cloth and stamped in gold and color, printed on fine egg shell paper.
Wrapper in an oiled jacket and packed in neat cardboard box. The ideal gift for a class of children between 8 and 16 years.

Price, 75 Cents Each.

Talks to Children About Jesus.
Stepping Heavenward.
Black Rock.
Black Beauty.

Hurlbut's Story of the Bible
From Genesis to Revelation.

One hundred and sixty-eight stories, each complete in itself, yet forming a continuous narrative of the Bible. For young and old teachers and students, for home and school.
Cloth, Octavo, 757 pages; 16 colored plates and 250 half-tone illustrations.

Price, $2.00, net.

Will Enrich and Ennable Every Home.

The Girl Who Walked Without Fear

LOUISE RICE.

A Story of Christmas Eve, in Gotham Both a story and an indictment of so-called Christian America. "An novel as it is interesting. The message which runs like a thread of gold, through the pretty tale is one which renders the work an ideal gift book." —Dayton Herald.

Gift Binding, 60 Cents.

Bible Story Booklets for Children

There are ten titles, five on the Old Testament, including David, Daniel, Moses, Elijah and Joseph. Five on the New Testament, including Peter, John, Mary, Paul and Zacchaeus. Each booklet has a beautiful cover printed in colors, 12 pages with some small illustrations, clear type, pocket size, about 3½ x 5, and we send the complete set of 10 volumes postpaid at a very special price of 25c. Any child from 3 to 10 years of age will greatly appreciate and get a great deal of pleasure and benefit from this little set of books.

Price, 10c. $1.00 per doz., $6.00 per 100.

Illustrated Young People's Library.

This series of books is well printed and bound and well illustrated. They are on good paper and in good cloth binding. The titles are so well known that they will recommend themselves to you: Bunyan's "Pilgrim's Progress," "A Child's Story of the Bible," "A Child's Life of Christ," "Aesop's Fables," Wood's "Natural History," "Little Lame Prince," "Black Beauty." These books would ordinarily be good values at 75c; we are offering them at 50c each, postpaid, or the 7 volumes for $3.00. They are suitable for ages 5 to 18.

Stories of Bible Characters

There are three volumes bound in stiff boards, with a beautiful colored insert, each book having a colored frontispiece printed in many colors; very large, clear, readable type, with twelve pen drawings. The books are size 6x9 and contain 32 large, attractive pages of reading matter. The titles are: "The Story of Jesus," price 25c; "The Story of Joseph," 25c; "The Story of David," 25c. These three books will make a very attractive gift for a boy or girl from 5 to 15 years of age.
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Johanna Spyri Children’s Books

The most delightful books for children we have ever found are these. Not directly religious and “preachy,” yet breathing an atmosphere of prayer and faith.

Johanna Spyri, like Hans Andersen, had by temperament a peculiar skill writing the simple histories of an innocent world. The author, as we feel in reading her tales, lived among the scenes and people she describes, and the setting of her stories has the charm of the mountain scenery amid which she places her small actors. They may be read by children in the early grades, yet with equal delight by the grown-ups. We offer nine titles:

**Heidi. Complete Edition. Translated by Helen S. White. 16 full-page illustrations in color ............................................................................. $1.50**

“The delightful story of child like in the Swiss Alps and very generally considered the most nearly perfect of children’s books.” —Ruth G. Hopkins, Head of Children’s Dept., Bridgeport Public Library.


“There is a freshness of clear Alpine air about these stories of Johanna Spyri’s, pure and invigorating. One feels that something would be lacking in the holiday season if a new book from her pen was not forthcoming. This present one is quite as charming as any of its predecessors and deserves a place among the classics of childhood.” —Living Church.

**Moni the Goat Boy. Translated by Helen B. Dole. 4 illustrations in color by Charles Copeland ................................................................................75**

**The Rose Child. Illustrated in color. Cloth ..................................................75**

**Toni the Little Wood Carver. Illustrated in color ............................................75**

**What Sami Sings with the Birds. Illustrated in color ....................................75**

**Tiss, a Little Alpine Waif. Illustrated in color ................................................75**

**Trini, the Little Strawberry Girl. Illustrated in color ....................................75**

**Little Curly Head. Illustrated in color ...............................................................75**

---

**Uncle Jim’s Bible Stories Series.**

**By Hartwell James.**

The spirituality that is the greatest need of our time can be best instilled in the pliable days of early youth. Those who give thought to such matters will take deep interest in “Uncle Jim’s Bible Stories Series” and will appreciate the value of these volumes to parents and teachers as aids in planting in the hearts of the young a desire to know the Bible.

1. Uncle Jim’s Bible Stories.
3. The Boys of the Bible.
4. The Boys of the Bible.

Cloth, 12mo, Full Page Illustrations in Color. Regular Price, $1.00 Each. Special price, 75c.

ADDRESS ALL ORDERS SIMPLY
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BIBLES AND TESTAMENTS.

We can supply any Bible in print at publisher's price, but out of the hundreds of editions available we give you the benefit of our judgment in suggesting the very most suitable and desirable volumes. All are in the widely used American Standard Revised Text, the most accurate translation available; we can, however, furnish King James Bibles as well.

A General Purpose Bible is found in No. 2172, printed in Bourgeois type, with references, Bible Dictionary, Concordance, 12 Colored Maps, 25 Outline Maps in the Text, bound in genuine leather with overlapping edges. Price $4.50. If leather lined and silk sewed, $6.00. Morocco, $8.00. If the concordance and dictionary are not desired, No. 172 (Same otherwise as No. 2172) is $3.75.

For those desiring the good features of the above series with Self-pronouncing text, we offer the new black-faced Onyx type, practically the same in size as Bourgeois. No. 2252 is leather bound, overlapping edges, at $5.00; No. 2253, leather lining, and silk sewing, $6.25; No. 2254 Morocco, leather lined, silk sewed, $8.50. Without the concordance and dictionary, No. 252 (otherwise like No. 2252) is $4.25.

A Text Bible (without references and helps) for class use is to be found in No. 101, 4x6x1 3-16 inches, minion type. Cloth, $1.10. No. 112, leather binding, overlapping edges, $3.00.

If Grandma or other person with defective sight wishes a fine large type reading Bible, we recommend No. 180, size 5%\times8\%\times1\%\%4. Cloth, Price, $3.00. No. 181, Leather, $5.00. It is printed on fine white Bible paper in bold Pica type. Suitable for the pulpit.

POCKET TESTAMENTS.

The smallest edition, on India Paper, is 2%\times4% inches, and has the words of Christ in Bold-Faced type. No. 237X, India Paper, Extra Tan Suede Leather, flexible, silk sewed, $1.35. No. 234X, overlapping cover, $1.85.

Perhaps you would like a bit larger type which is found in the following editions: Size 2%\times4\%\times9-16 inches, Nonpareil type, words of Christ emphasized in bold-faced letters. No. 332, Flexible leather, 90 cents, No. 334 overlapping leather cover, $1.20. A new edition in Ruby type, nearly same size as previous numbers but with the proper names self-pronouncing. No. 225, leather, overlapping edges, $1.00. No. 228L, Genuine Morocco in flexible style, $1.25.

For the Side Coat Pocket and suitable for all who require large type, there is nothing finer than the Beautiful Pica Type Testament, 4\%\times7 in compass and \% in. thick, No. 650, cloth, $1.00; No. 653, flexible leather, $2.25; No. 654, leather, overlapping edges, $2.75.

Prices for India Paper books, for Testaments with the Psalms, or anything else in the large line available readily quoted upon application.

We supply good books of all kinds. The sales help publish the Magazine.
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FIRST STEPS FOR LITTLE FEET
328 Pages—148 Illustrations
SALES OVER 200,000 COPIES

This book is for very little children—to give them their first religious teaching and earliest knowledge of the Bible. It is written in such short and easy words and is so interesting and attractive that children from four to five years of age enjoy having it read to them and can read it for themselves. "FIRST STEPS" is one of the few books of which it may be said that it is perfectly adapted to the understanding of very young children, and unfolds to them with extreme simplicity—yet with reverence and dignity—the principles of the Christian faith.

Bound in Cloth, ornamental stamping $1.50 net

STORY OF THE GOSPEL
EASY TO READ AND UNDERSTAND
366 PAGES—150 ILLUSTRATIONS
SALES OVER 225,000 COPIES

The "Story of the Gospel" is an easy-reading version of the New Testament in one continuous story, with such elementary instruction as is needful to enable children from eight to twelve years of age to understand the principles of the Christian faith. It is not by any means a repetition of a portion of the "Story of the Bible," but is an entirely separate and distinct work—still easier to read and understand—and intended for younger readers.

Bound in Cloth, ornamental stamping $1.50 net

BIBLE PICTURES AND WHAT THEY TEACH US
A BOOK CONTAINING 400 ENGRAVINGS OF ALL THE PRINCIPAL BIBLE SCENES IN BOTH OLD AND NEW TESTAMENTS. 320 Pages.
SALES OVER 250,000 COPIES

This large and beautiful Bible Picture Book probably contains the most complete and interesting collection of engravings of Scriptural subjects ever printed in a single volume of the kind. The designs of 100 different artists are found in it. Accompanying the pictures, and printed beside them in large, plain type, are short descriptions of the scenes, so that the picture and the explanation meet the eye at the same time and can be studied together. There are hundreds of these interesting short stories, each one complete in itself—accompanied by a picture—thus affording an opportunity for easy reading or for teaching, delightful as well as practical.

Bound in Cloth, ornamental stamping $2.50 net
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Our Efficient Self-Supporting Church Bulletin Plan

For Reaching
Those who do not attend the meetings until they get interested;
Those who need an invitation and an impression that they will receive a hearty welcome at the services;
Those church members who are becoming indifferent and worldly and are neglecting the assembly;
Those who are alive and doing who need opportunities this very literature affords them.

It Assists
The preacher in the work of reaching all the above named classes;
The elders in every line of the work that lies before them.

Is Your Church
In a large city where there are many families all about who can easily be reached with Christian literature?
A town congregation whose whole populace may be reached from a single "pulpit" in this way?
A small congregation without preacher or special leaders struggling for existence and no way to reach the community?

This Work is Specially Prepared for your Work and What every Working Congregation will Appreciate

Write for Particulars
THE LIVING MESSAGE PUBLISHING CO.,
Morrilton, Arkansas.

MAP OF ASSYRIA.
And the adjacent lands illustrating the Captivities of the Jews.
Size, 36x58 inches.
Lithographed in Four Colors on Muslin of Superior Grade. Uniform in attractiveness and in carefulness of details with the Map of Palestine. Classes need these maps, with the International Lessons. By mail, postpaid, $2.00.
OUR WORLD TOUR
BY DON CARLOS JANES.


An illustrated book descriptive of personal observations and experiences on a missionary tour around the world, written in vivid style, bringing to its readers other peoples and other lands in an entertaining and profitable way. The journey included 22 American states, the District of Columbia, Territory of Hawaii, Mexico, Japan, Korea, Manchuria, North China, South China, Straits Settlements, Burmah, India, Egypt, Palestine, France, England, Scotland and Nova Scotia, with observations of Sicily, Italy, Corsica and Wales from the ship.

SOME IMPORTANT FEATURES.
Extensive account of the prolonged visit in Japan; The West River Trip in China between civil wars; Much space given to India, a land of great interest; Details of the author's second visit to the Holy City; More than 7 pages on the most famous woman of India; Over 80 autographic sentiments of friends in many lands.

IT IS A BOOK OF MANY SUPERLATIVES
The greatest ocean, highest mountain, lowest spot, largest hotel, finest museum, most stately missionary society home, highest tower, tallest building, loftiest masonry, biggest city, largest building, most famous chair, longest wall, largest diamond, most wondrous tower, fairest shrine ever raised to love, oldest Hebrew Biblical manuscript, soldiers of the largest army, greatest mountain panorama, largest nation, and handsomest staircase in the world.

A BOOK FOR THE WHOLE FAMILY
"OUR WORLD TOUR," 208 pages; 21 line and half tone illustrations; clear type, and good presswork; text printed on white eggshell paper; the half tone engravings on peerless enamel stock; bound in a rich, deep green Keratol which looks like leather and wears better; side and back titles stamped in genuine gold; fancy lithographed linings; autographed; sent postpaid for ..................................................$2.00

"The Cedric Papers." 99 pages; cloth; illustrated; religious and moral lessons; price what your heart prompts.

"A Trip Abroad," story of the first trip to Palestine and Egypt; 218 pages; 8 illustrations; cloth; price ..............................................$1.25

Free Religious Literature; more than 20 kinds; samples free.

DON CARLOS JANES, 2229 Dearing Court, Louisville, Kentucky.
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LIBRARY OF RELIGIOUS WORKS

COMMENTARIES.
- Acts, McGarvey ................................................................. $2.50
- Romans, Grubbs-Klingman .............................................. 1.50
- Romans, Epistle to, Stifler ............................................... 1.25
- Romans, Moule .................................................................... 1.25
- I. Corinthians, Hodge ....................................................... 1.25
- Hebrews, Boll ....................................................................... 1.00
- Clarke's Commentaries, set of six volumes ....................... 20.00
- Jamieson, Fausett & Brown Commentary .......................... 7.00
- Life and Epistles of Paul—Conybeare & Howson ............ 2.50
- Pentateuch, notes on, by C. H. M., six volumes ............... 6.00
- Queries and Answers—David Lipscomb ......................... 2.00
- Daniel, Stevens .................................................................. 1.25

CONCORDANCES.
- Strong's Exhaustive ............................................................ 7.50
- Hazard's Complete Concordance, Revised Version .......... 5.00
- Crudens, Authorized Version ............................................. 3.25

HISTORICAL WORKS.
- Church History for Busy People—Klingman ..................... 1.25
- Josephus, complete. (Cloth) ............................................... 2.75

LEXICAL AND REFERENCE WORKS.
- Thayer's Greek Lexicon of The New Testament ............... 6.00
- Angus-Green's Handbook of the Bible ............................. 3.00
- Handbook on Baptism—Shepherd .................................... 2.00
- Smith's Bible Dictionary .................................................... 2.00

MISCELLANEOUS RELIGIOUS WORKS.
- Adventism Renounced—Canright ..................................... 1.50
- Civil Government—David Lipscomb .................................. 1.00
- Foster's Story of the Bible ................................................ 2.00
- Hurlbut's Story of the Bible ............................................... 2.00
- How to Study the Bible—Torrey ...................................... 75
- Jesus is Coming—W. E. B., paper 50c, cloth .................... 75
- Living Messages of the Bible—Morgan, 2 vols. each .......... 2.00
- McGarvey's "Book of Sermons" ........................................ 1.25
- Number of Man—Mauro .................................................. 1.00
- Plain Papers on Prophetic Subjects—Trotter .................... 1.35
- Quiet Talks—S. D. Gordon, any one of the series ............ 1.25
- The Bible and Its Christ—Torrey ...................................... 75
- The Chronology of the Bible—Mauro ............................... 1.00
- Wonders of Prophecy—Urquhart ..................................... 1.00
- "Great Songs of The Church," singles, 75c; quantities ... 60

ORDER OF
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Great Songs of The Church
The New Alphabetic Hymnal

450 numbers—cream of 200 books!
225 Noblest "hymns"
225 best "gospel songs"
In rich, green, art-cloth binding, 60c.
(Least than a dozen, 75c each postpaid)

SOME CENTRAL CHURCHES THAT USE "GREAT SONGS."
Abilene, Chicago, Cincinnati, Dallas (Pearl and Bryan), Detroit, (five churches), El Paso, Hamilton, Harper, Honolulu, Jacksonville, Los Angeles, Louisville (seven churches), Montgomery (Highland Ave.), Morrilton, Murfreesboro, Nashville, (David Lipscomb College Church, and Joseph Ave.), Portland, Me., Portland, Ore., Richmond, Va., San Diego, Seattle, Spokane, Tokyo, Topeka, Toronto (three churches), Washington, Wichita (two churches).

COMMENDATIONS THAT COUNT.
"You have rendered the disciples an inestimable spiritual service by giving them 'Great Songs of The Church.' I consider it in a class by itself."—John E. Dunn.
"We are delighted with them. The best book I have ever seen. Remember, we will call when we want more."—W. M. Speck.
"The best book for the general use of the church I have seen."—L. K. Harding.
"By far the best collection of hymns and spiritual songs offered today. I wish it were used in all our congregations."—Geo. A. Klingman.
"The best hymn book I have ever seen."—Wm. G. Klingman.
"The best hymn book I have seen since the days of the old 'Gospel Hymns'"—W. S. Martin (Composer of "God will take care of you.")
"Most excellent book."—Editor Sunday School Times.
"The best ever."—R. A. Zahn.
"In my opinion, it has no equal for the price."—H. H. Adamson.
"A fine title and a fine book."—Wm. J. Kirkpatrick.
"A fine compilation."—Mr. Fleming H. Revell.
"I am so glad your book is meeting with such great success."—J. N. Armstrong.
"It can be used for many long years without becoming stale, commonplace, or hackneyed."—Jno. Straiton.
"They are simply fine."—E. C. Fuqua.
"The first book produced in years that I could recommend without apology."—D. H. Jackson.
"'Great Songs of The Church' is peerless."—H. N. Rutherford.
These are the men who know. No other book can duplicate their authoritative testimony.
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